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Paisley styles originating generations ago in the Middle East are among today's most popular decorative
motifs the world over. This tattoo collection, offering those patterns in trendy, reddish-brown hues, includes
10 pictures enhanced with floral styles.
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They're nice but don't last more than a day They're nice but don't last more than a day. Forget about them if
you go to sleep. Because they looked so gorgeous and henna tatoos are so popular now. Cute patterns Nice
patterns. Good product Good assortment and easy to use Blah :/ It is everything you pay for, will not even
last a day w. I'll try to remember to keep coming back and upgrade that fact. It takes just a couple seconds
and looks very nice. You get 9 individual paisley designs and 1 large string of them that could be a bracelet.
They apply quickly without any issues. My clients like that I could use these on the tiny kids therefore they
feel just like the adults. :) A lot of fun even for adults could not get a REAL tattoo I got these for myself for
Xmas. They fade with the slightest get in touch with/rub Three Stars Nice for the price. I just ordered a
second place because I don't wish to run out. This little sample book was the perfect choice. However there
are several tats that you can cut out and use.They are easy to use. These are great. I assume you get
everything you purchase. They are 1-2 ins in proportions and the long one is approx 5 inches.Tastefully
done for adults. Five Stars beautiful! My 8 yr old daughter loves it too. I cannot say how very long they last
however as I simply applied one. Four Stars looks cool, haven's used them yet though Great option for kids
of adults who don't need to get a real henna Be warned these are SMALL TINY books. Beautiful, fast and
simple I love the appearance of Henna designs, but don't have the endurance to sit through getting it done,
and worse, looking forward to it to dried out. She can't sit still and constantly made chaos with the real
Henna. I didn't wish to spend much for a genuine kit. I wore a few to a party last week therefore many
people commented on what cool it appears. I wore mine on my upper arm and shoulder, my child had hers
such as a bracelet. Last week, I wore mine on the back on hand. Fun Enjoyed at the Bollywood get together.
It washes off after a few showers, but hey, its $1.50 for a couple of these! Don't last greater than a few
days.o getting damaged. Looks great with my yoga exercise outfit.
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